
ABOUT
MYSELF



My name is Felipe Rodrigues Fanfa, i live in Sapucaia do Sul and

was born here too. 

Age: I have eighteen years old. My birthday is in august.

Abilities: I like e-sports and i can playing these typs of games,
for example: League of Legends. 
My abilities are cognitive. 
I can to draw objects, sights and others drawings only observing
its characteristics. 

City: Sapucaia do Sul is a city one hundred and thirty thousand
of inhabitants and fifty eight thousand square meters.



 Family : My family consists of mother, father, sister and

brother.  

Although there are some disagreements between us, we are a

happy family. 

We like to buy a large portion of fries and eat together on

weekends.

Friends : I have many friends, but just some i consider best
friends, those who are practically brothers. 
I have all kinds of friends, there are those who are crazy,
serious, funny and good counselors. 



What do I do in my free time? In my free time i like to
watch series and gameplays of games that i play. I
also like to sleep a lot, this is one of the things I find
most beneficial to a person, rest, then to be
productive. Something that brings me peace is to
make drawings, I like to create and copy drawings
trying to make it similar.

Likes : 
Games 
Series 
Movies 

Play basketball 
Pizza 

Lasagna



Plans for Future
Study :  I will attend audiovisual production at Feevale
University, along with small internships that can be
done inside the university. During the course I will
learn how to create entertainment videos like:
advertisements, short metreage, films, 2D
animations, among others.

Work : I intend to work with film production, or even
series. At the beginning it will be easier to enter the
branch of Youtube, with skits and information
programs. But this is a very broad labor market and I
can articulate my role in many other areas of the
audiovisual.


